DM says: Hi guys!
Nefertari says: hello ^^
Bart says: howdy
Bart says: Jake said he was coming but he might be having technical issues.
DM says: I hope you both had a good week.
DM says: Oh? Is it a problem with ScreenMonkey?
Nefertari says: I'm calling Rachel right now to see if she's getting on
Bart says: work, work, work
DM says: Yeah, I hear you Clif!
Bart says: He was uncertain how to logon. I tried to explain it to him.
nonde says: what is happening?
nonde says: ?
Bart says: Greetings. You made it!
DM says: G'day Jake!
Bart says: We've decided to eat your character.
Nefertari says: *sigh* can't get hold of Rachel...
DM says: Welcome to the campaign, Jake.
DM says: I'm experiencing a slight delay in the posts. Can everyone see the map this week?
Nefertari says: yes
Bart says: yup
Nefertari says: sense I'm using the older version
DM says: It's strange. I wonder why the other version stopped working...
Bart says: Shall we begin?
DM says: Should we get started? Jake, if you have any questions feel free to ask...
DM says: I'll post the summary, as per usual, and then suggest how I think Nonde can be introduced into the game.
nonde says: hello?
DM says: Uh oh, are you having technically problems Jake?
Bart says: Jake, do you see our comments?
DM says: He might be having a delay too.
DM says: Jake?
Nefertari says: tha'd be a really bad delay
DM says: *chuckle* Yeah, it would be. 
nonde says: hello
DM says: The program *usually* works quite well (notwithstanding the map problem).
DM says: Hi Jake. Is the program working OK now?
Bart says: Jake, please confirm that you see our comments!!
Nefertari says: um... I may have to restart my com. I'll inform you before I do.
DM says: No probs.
DM says: Jake if you can read this, try logging in using the "basic (almost any browser)" option on log in page. It seems to be working better than the other version at the moment. 
DM says: [on the log in page - that should have read]
DM says: Bart do you know what browser Jake's using?
DM says: Er, Clif ... I meant :)
Bart says: I just called him and got no answer.
Nefertari says: well that's not sketchy at all 
DM says: On my DM's interface I can see that he's logged in a couple of times...
Nefertari says: *downloading 9.0 version of Yahoo IM*
Nefertari says: and now I have to restart
DM says: OK, hopefully Jake will have joined us when you get back...
DM says: *Sigh* It's a pity it's not all working properly...
DM says: By the way Clif, out of interest, what copy of the PHB do you have? The earlier 1989 version or the later 'black cover' version.
Bart says: May 1996
Bart says: There is a rampant Barbarian on the cover.
DM says: Cool. I've got both. Now I know which to refer to with page numbers and things like that.
Bart says: I realized during the week that I haven't been doing any backstabbing.
DM says: *Chuckle* Do you mean in game, or at work? :)
Bart says: What kind of thief doesn't backstab? I'm ashamed.
DM says: Amane hasn't either, now that you mention it. But Bart has been using his hoopai quite effectively.
Bart says: When are you going to award XP?
DM says: I was going to do it at the end of this encounter in the Abyss. 
Bart says: Assuming I survive.
DM says: :)
DM says: I hope Jake can join us today. I was looking forward to having the oportunity for a new PC to join the game.
DM says: I also hope that Billy can rejoin the campaign at a future date, too.
Bart says: Backstab gets +4 and negates dexterity and shield bonus.
Bart says: It also does 2X damage.
DM says: Welcome back Megan.
DM says: Megan?
Bart says: I think Jake got pulled off.
DM says: *Sigh*
Nefertari says: OxO oh no my IM isn't working any more!
Nefertari says: nooooo! damn you Yahoo IM!!
DM says: Technology seems to not work as often as it does...
DM says: Ok, should we press on. It sounds like Jake won't be joining us today...?
Bart says: I'll follow up with Jake later.
DM says: Okay...
DM says: Last time in Taladas ...
DM says: http://members.iinet.com.au/~jwalker1/summary29.jpg

With the narrow defeat of the witch, the writhing apparitions suddenly disappeared and the remaining skeleton tumbled to the ground with a loud clatter. Only Bart and Alaric remained standing, with Luthien lying on the ground badly wounded, Kaesh having fled, under the influence of some form of spell, and Bakta and Amane having disappeared after falling into the seething void of tortured souls! As Bart attended to Luthien’s wounds, an apparition of a man suddenly appeared hovering above the stone altar, glowing in an ethereal light.

The apparition introduced himself as Aveni and thanked you for defeating The Prince of Lies’ servants. He explained that he was once a powerful mage in the ancient courts of Aurim until the Cataclysm fell upon Taladas. Aveni and his companions had sought shelter in a ruin, where they eked out an existence for many months, but eventually they were attacked and defeated by a tribe of hobgoblins. His bones lay in the ruin beneath the arena for many centuries until discovered by the Party, only to be then stolen by the cultists and brought to the ruin on Theras Island.

After questioning from Bart, Aveni explained that the Hithites had been searching for the Tomb of the Great King, the last resting place of a powerful Emperor of ancient Aurim. The Tomb, thought to be located far to the East, has been lost for many centuries and is said to contain fabulous wealth and devices of great power. Aveni told you that the cultist hope to find the Tomb so they can use the power and wealth contained within to spread Hith’s influence across Taladas. The cultists believed that a clue to its location, a map, lay in a Sanctuary dedicated to all the Gods, somewhere near Jalum.

However, Aveni explained, the Hithites’ search had been unsuccessful and they began stealing the bones of those who had lived before The Cataclysm. With their foul witchery they used the bones to summon the spirits of the dead, who they hoped could lead them to the Sanctuary. But, as Aveni explained, the cultists discovered that he was too powerful to summon and control. It was only with the use of the Ora device that the could have summoned him and commanded that he speak. Although they were defeated this time, Aveni feared that the cultists would eventually learn the true location of the map at the Pillar of Malad-Thoor. 

Bart assured Aveni that the Party would “keep it from them”. Relieved, Aveni told you that Bakta and Amane were not dead, only that they had fallen into the into the clutches of Gorgath, a corpulent beast of the Abyss. Bart learnt from Aveni that the creature’s strength came from an amulet about its neck and that if parted with it you could defeat the creature. Agreeing that you should try and save your friends, the long dead mage used his power to send you to the Abyss... 

Nefertari says: I remember what happened just go on
DM says: As the spirit of Aveni began to fade you found yourself falling down a shaft with thousands of apparitions surrounding you, before hitting the ground with a thud, where you found yourself in a dark chamber seemingly made of dank earth and strange quivering tendrils.
DM says: Looking up you saw the apparitions above, through a hole in the roof. Upon closer inspection of the walls you made a horrifying discovery. The walls were set with worm ridden bodies! Their vacant eyes stare out from under twisted tendrils and rotting flesh...
DM says: Bart, what do you want to do?
Bart says: Is Alaric here?
DM says: He is.
Bart says: I think we move NE.
DM says: The ground squelches underfoot and unseen tendrils brush against your face. 
DM says: You continue through the fetid tunnels. As you do so you discover the floor is covered in a shallow pool of stinking water.
Bart says: gag
Nefertari says: (looks like I may have to restart my com again)
Bart says: Move SE now.
DM says: Continuing through the tunnel you wade through the stinking water and pass a chamber to your left. Up ahead you hears slurping sounds coming out of the gloom.
DM says: [Experiencing a delay again.]
Bart says: Move silently towards the slurping.
DM says: Alaric will have to stay put or make a DEX check. Bart should make a Move Silently roll.
Bart says: What happened to the 1d100 option?
Nefertari says: (oh wow I didn't realize that was gone)
DM says: You mean a thief's Move Silently skill?
Bart says: Shall I do a 1d20?
Bart says: yes
DM says: [which is a 1d100 roll]
Bart rolls 1d20: 4
DM says: Alaric, however, is not a thief so would just have a DEX check at best.
Bart says: Let Alaric hang back,
Nefertari says: (oooo kami. I'm so glad I was able to download the older version of Yahoo to fix my sign in problem x_x)
DM says: Ok. Alaric stops still so you can move ahead. Roll 1d100 to see if Bart can Move Silently.
DM says: [Yeah, I've had to do things like that in the past when I've tried to 'upgrade' programs]
Nefertari says: (well this was a Beta download. sense I use the program so often they gave me the special opportunity to download 9.0 beta)
Bart says: I rolled a 4 on a d20 before, no d100 option available.
Bart says: We could do 1d100 with two 1d10's.
DM says: Ok, you just relied on DEX [I just remembered I should have rolled the Move Silently roll anyway].
DM says: So, Bart creeps forward and finds himself at the entrance of a large chamber.
Bart says: Can I see into the chamber?
DM says: Turning the corner you see an enormous, corpulent creature sitting in the middle of the chamber. Rings of flabby flesh cradle its horned head. Pressing out against the green-veined and pallid skin of its great gut are screaming faces. About its neck is a large, blood red amulet which faintly glows with a soft light.
DM says: The creature noisily slurps on an unfortunate victim, which is being consumed by the creature. All about the fiend lie the palid, empty remains of its victims.
DM says: On the other side of the chamber, pressed against the wall, enclosed by the tendrils, you see Bakta and Amane! They cannot move, but their eyes are wide with fear!
Bart says: What direction is he facing?
DM says: At the moment he's facing away from you, intent on his meal.
Bart says: Distance?
DM says: About 25 feet from your location.
Bart says: weapons?
DM says: None that you can see.
Bart says: (my options are backstab or pick pocket,)
DM says: They are two options. You could attack, or go for the amulet.
DM says: Or anything else...
Bart says: move silently towards IT.
Bart says: can I reach the amulet?
Bart says: without climbing IT?
DM says: The creature is quite large, not you wouldn't be able to reach it without having to climb the creature.
DM says: You creep forward successfully. The creature has not noticed you.
Bart says: so I can reach the amulet without climbing?
DM says: No, it is quite large and as a kender it is too far to reach.
DM says: You would have to climb it.
Bart says: Can I jump and grab?
Bart says: 18 DEX
Bart says: or can I run up his back and then grab?
DM says: You can try. Roll a DEX roll to see if you jump onto it's back. But then try roll another to grab the amulet.
Bart rolls 1d20: 8
Bart says: grabbing now
Bart rolls 1d20: 19
DM says: You leap onto the slimey creature and it roars with surprise but as your fingers slip around the amulet it moves and it slips through your grasp!
Bart says: try again?
DM says: Too late. The tendrils in the cavern start to quiver and reach out to grab you.
Bart says: Alaric!!!
DM says: They will "attack" but to grab you. Roll initiative.
Bart says: one more grab?
Bart rolls 1d6: 4
DM says: Alaric comes running into the chamber, his face twisted with alarm as the room shudders with tendrils squirming about the chamber.
DM says: 5(1d6)
DM says: You can attack first, to defend yourself from the tendrils.
Bart says: (or grab?)
DM says: You can go for another grab. But it's a lot harder this time as the creature knows you're there.
Bart says: grab
DM says: OK, roll DEX.
Bart rolls 1d20: 10
Bart says: better
DM says: Even with shuddering of the chamber and the gurgling creature struggling, you manage to grab the amulet!
DM says: The tendrils reach out to grab you and Alaric, but recoil when the come near the amulet. The creature screems in rage. "Worm! Where are you?! You treacherous little leech!"
Bart says: I yell at the monster and the tendrils stop! ('m hoping this amulet will help)
DM says: The tendrils keep moving, but don't seem to come near you.
DM says: Alaric, however, is now under attack. The tendrils still have Amane and Bakta in their clutches.
Bart says: where are they moving?
DM says: They are writhing about, trying to grab at you and the others. But as you move about with the amulet, the tendrils recoil.
Bart says: I'll run towards Amane and Bakta.
DM says: Running towards Bakta and Amane, the tendrils leave you alone.
Bart says: Are there any other prisoners handy?
Bart says: maybe Jake?
DM says: You see a man, dressed in a quilted robe, pressed up against the side of the chamber too, almost completely covered by the tendrils!
Bart says: hahahaha
DM says: 3(1d6) and 2(1d6)
DM says: Alaric is attacked by the tendrils 11(1d20)
Bart says: what?
DM says: And is also grabbed! But as you approach Bakta, Amane and the unknown man, the tendrils begin to squirm.
Bart says: Move to free Bakta, then Amane, then the robe. I assume the tendrils retreat. 
DM says: [Alaric ran into the chamber. I rolled initiative for both him and the tendrils ... tendrils won, and then attacked]
DM says: Yes, the tendrils retreat from the amulet. The creature is beside itself with rage!!
Bart says: Amane, Bakta and man are free?
DM says: Yes they are, but they are very weak.
Bart says: Stay close to me. We have to get Alaric!!
DM says: [I'll add a temporary image of Nonde]
DM says: Megan, Amane is now free of the tendrils
DM says: A small creature comes running into the chamber and sees what is going on.
DM says: The bloated creature you stole the amulet from screams at it, "Worm grab them! Grab them!"
DM says: The creature runs towards you!
Bart says: Is Nonde free?
DM says: Yes.
Bart says: I mean the robed man?
Nefertari says: *pulls out sword and goes on the defensive* (If I'm concious that is)
Bart says: We are moving to Alaric as fast as they can move.
Bart says: Avoiding Jabba the Hut in the middle.
DM says: Amane is very weak. She can turn to face the creature if she wishes.
DM says: [Small creature]
Nefertari says: *does so, keeping sword and a dagger raised in defensive position*
Bart says: is it attacking?
DM says: Ok, heading back towards the Alaric the tendril start to lose their grip. 
Creature says: "Take me with you! Take me with you!"
Bart says: what are you?
DM says: It dodges past the corpulent creature, whose vast bulk, stop it from moving about.
Creature says: "I am my master's slave. He sits at the bottom of the Pit and consumes the unfortunate souls of those who fall into his lair. He has dwelt here for an eternity", the creature forlornly looks up at you,"... as have I."
Bart says: WHAT ARE YOU?
Bart says: (is everyone free?)
Creature, says: "Some call my kind a grue."
DM says: Yes, everyone is free.
DM says: The creature pleads with you, "Please, please take me with you."
Nefertari says: XD lol! a Grue!)
Nefertari says: (I didn't realize we were in a dark cave)
Bart says: yes you can come. Amulet please aric, Amane, Bakta, me, the grue and the robed man back to the island.
DM says: Gorgath is purple with rage!
Creature says: we must climb out of the lair to be free of Gorgath.
DM says: !
Bart says: Does the amulet teleport us?
DM says: It doesn't seem to do so.
Creature says: "We must climb out. Then we can escape!" The creature clutches at you. 
Bart says: Grue, lead us out of here!!
DM says: The creature leads you back the way you came. Running back through the tunnel, you hear the creature screaming at 'Worm' to return. The walls of the lair are shivering and quaking, but are unable to grab on to you.
Bart says: Do not touch me!
DM says: The grue leads you into the chamber that you past previously and shows you to the opening in the ceiling.
Bart says: how far up?
DM says: The ceiling is very low at this point. You can all climb out with a little bit of help.
Bart says: We do so.
DM says: Scrambling up the side of the tunnel, you claw your way through the hole in the ceiling only to find yourself among the shrieking souls. Looking up you can see a tunnel, of sorts, made from the swirling apparitions, stretching up into the distance.
DM says: The grue starts to climb up the 'tunnel'
Bart says: We follow.
DM says: You climb for what seems like an age, as the apparitions clutch at you, and then all goes black. 
Nefertari says: *sticking with the group*)
Nefertari says: *sticking with the group*
DM says: After an unknown period of time you all wake up on the floor beneath the ruin of Theras Island.
Nefertari says: (woops. sending delay there)
DM says: On the floor also sits a small stone statue of a small creature, as you just saw in Gorgath's lair.
DM says: Both Bakta and Amane are very weak, barely alive and their skin has taken on a slightly gray hue. 
Nefertari says: *pant* nnn
DM says: The man in a quilted robe is also conscious, but doesn't seem so effected by his time 'below'.
Bart says: Is Luthien awake?
DM says: Luthien still lies unconscious.
Bart says: Or did Kaesh come back and rescue her.
DM says: Kaesh is not in the chamber.
Bart says: You in the robe. Can you carry the girl on the floor?
DM says: The man, looking somewhat bewildered, nods, "I think so."
DM says: [I'll just restore the old map ... me a moment]
Bart says: (where ios the ora?)
DM says: [I'll be a moment, that should have read]
Bart says: hello?
DM says: You do not see the Ora. It may have been lost when the witch was defeated.
Bart says: grab the small stone statue.
Bart says: We need to go rescue the man in the jail cell.
DM says: [Er, ignore the man's name ... you haven't been introduced to Nonde yet]
Bart says: What is your name?
DM says: "My name is Nonde Qu-Shu. I'm from the distant plains of Tamire."
Nonde[DM] says: "Thank you for rescuing me from that beast!"
DM says: [What do you do now? Amane, Bart?]
Bart says: You are welcome. Pleased to meet you.
Nefertari says: (I can't really can't do much can I?)
Bart says: We need rescue the man in the jail cell.
Bart says: Nef. I couldn't get the door open. Do you want to try?
DM says: [It depends. You can move, you can talk. You're not really up to fighting anything however.]
Nefertari says: (ok)
Nefertari says: *nods*
Bart says: Nonde. You are a priest aren't you?
Nonde says: "I ... I am. How did you know?"
Bart says: the robe?
Nonde says: "It is the garb of my people, but I can see why you thought I may be a priest."
Bart says: Can you heal Luthien?
Nonde says: "I can call on Qu'uan to bring health back into the body of the sick."
Nefertari says: *goes to try door*
Nefertari says: (roll dex20?)
Bart says: by all means please do so.
DM says: [You previously tried to pick the lock, but unforunately it was beyond your skill. You'll have to find some other way to open the door].
DM says: Nonde kneels down next to Luthien and offers a prayer to Qu'uan in a language that is unfamiliar.
Bart says: Hey you in there. Are you awake?
DM says: The the small figure groans quietly.
Nefertari says: *pulls out sword and starts hacking around the handle of the door*
DM says: It does little to help. The door is made from thick oak.
Bart says: I wonder. I concentrate on the amulet. 
Bart says: Is it intelligent?
DM says: The amulet glows faintly with the effort but you notice nothing out of the ordinary.
Nefertari says: *sigh* *kicks at door frustratedly*
Nefertari says: why can't the ogre punch this thing down!?
Bart says: You in there. Where is the key?
Bart says: The ogre can barely walk.
Bart says: Is Luthien better?
DM says: The figure rolls over and you see that it is a gnome. But he seems barely conscious.
Bart says: I like gnomes.
DM says: Yes. Luthien begins to revive and Nonde bows his head in thanks to Qu'uan.
Nefertari says: *examines door for any weak points*
Bart says: yay for Luthien.
DM says: [You can always try a Bend Bars / Lift Gates roll. But the chance would be slim.
Bart says: Every door is vulnerable at the hinges.
DM says: [Or "Open Doors" roll]
Nefertari says: (even though they are slim) *bend bars* (20 right?)
Nefertari says: (ok never mind open doors roll instead)
DM says: Ok, roll away.
Nefertari rolls 1d20: 11
DM says: Amane puts her shoulder into the door, but unfortunately it doesn't budge.
Nefertari says: lift gates* 
Nefertari rolls 1d20: 1
Bart says: Bakta, can you try?
DM says: Bakta shuffles into the hallway, "I can give it ago."
DM says: [a go]
DM says: 14(1d20)
Nefertari says: (hey I had another go what happened??)
DM says: [Sorry, missed that. A BB/LG roll would be 1d100. That's the joy of AD&D ... every roll is different!]
Bart says: did Bakta miss?
DM says: Bakta puts all the remaining strength left in his battered body and the door shudders open with a loud cracking sound.
Bart says: finally
Nefertari says: (oh... woops)
DM says: [It can be confusing ...]
DM says: The gnome opens his eyes at the sound of the crash. He is obviously badly wounded.
Bart says: Give first aid.
Bart says: and some water.
Gnome says: "Thank you friend. My name is Thentias."
Bart says: How did you come to be here?
Nefertari says: *watches... sulking for having failed to open the door*
Thentias says: "I was on my way to the town to begin work on a new arena when the boat I was travelling on was attacked. The rest of the crew and passengers were killed in the battle, but I survived and was brought here."
Thentias says: "I've been here for many weeks."
Bart says: My name is Bart Brownhead. We will take you to town and get you fixed up.
Bart says: Do you know an easy way out?
Bart says: I want to avoid the spike pit.
DM says: [Thentias, incidentally, is the name given by the gnome who hired the party to search beneath the arena - this is clearly not the same gnome]
Thentias says: *Cough* "I know not. I have barely been out of this room!"
Bart says: I was hoping you heard something from the guards.
Thentias says: "No, they only spoke to me recently to question my knowlege of mechanical devices, but although I am profficient in the ways of the gnomoi, my knowledge of ancient Auric devices is less so." 
Bart says: Whatever, lets go back the way we came.
Bart says: Maybe Bakta crushed all the spikes when he fell down there.
Bart says: We need to get back to town. We are all tired. Most of us are wounded besides.
DM says: Alaric comes into the chamber, "Getting out of here would be a blessing!"
Nefertari says: I second that
Bart says: Did you see a way out in the West corner of the chamber?
Alaric says: "Not that I saw. The only thing of note were the pile of bones and the large cage in the previous room."
DM says: [The cage was in the alcove]
Bart says: I guess we go home the way we came.
DM says: Returning back the way you came, you see that the illusion has disappeared.
DM says: You can clearly see the pit of bone shards. Many have been flattened by Bakta's fall, but many still remain.
Nefertari says: *heads across the shards the way done before*
Bart says: I doubt Bakta get across.
DM says: Amane, make a Dex check [1d20].
Nefertari rolls 1d20: 12
Bart says: I'm poking around for secret doors.
DM says: Even in Amane's weakened state, she manages to move along the ledge successfully.
Nefertari says: *lays down on other side and rests while waiting for others*
DM says: Bart pokes around the walls, but finds no evidence of a secret or concealed entrace.
Bart says: Alaric. I guess we have to try the rope trick again with Bakta.
Bart says: Can the gnome walk?
Bakta says: "That didn't work so well the last time!"
DM says: The gnome can walk, with assistance.
Bart says: The alternative is to search all the walls on this side for a secret doors. 
Nefertari says: *yawns* .... *light snore*
Bart says: Starting with the alcove.
Bart says: The door to the jail cell. Throw it in the pit, hard.
Bart says: Throw the cage in there too.
DM says: Throwing in the door and the cage crushes the shards. It should be safe enought to cross now.
Bart says: yay
Bart says: Do we return to town without incident?
Nefertari says: *groans and sits up* darn was hoping to get more of a nap then that...
Bart says: Comfy bed in town. Sleep all you like.
DM says: If you want to proceed straight back to town, yes. You meet up with Kaesh, who was looking for your after you had disappeared. You also noticed that the second boat that was hidden in the reeds was missing.
DM says: [Kaesh was still on the island looking for you]
Bart says: Do we fit in one boat?
DM says: You would have had to made two trips.
Bart says: okay
DM says: Where did you head back to? Alserra's temple?
Bart says: I suppose we can get healed and rest there.
Bart says: After a trip to the Abyss everyone needs a time to recover.
DM says: A bit of R'n'R :)
DM says: Ok, that seems like a convenient place to leave it for today?
Bart says: yup
Nefertari says: yup
Bart says: That was a near run thing grabbing at the amulet.
DM says: Yeah, if you'd failed you would have probably had to try and hack your way out of the tendrils!
DM says: A lair full of tendrils.
Nefertari says: probably would have hacked my arms off or something
Bart says: bad odds.
Bart says: I figured grabbing the amulet was the only real chance of success.
Bart says: Hacking at Gorgath might have taken too long.
DM says: :)
Bart says: night night
DM says: It was a good session. Seeya guys!
Nefertari says: night all!



